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Celluloid seduction takes many forms. And there have been many “false idols” over the
centuries, exploiting photography’s strange power to glamorize even morally dubious
characters, from Lincoln conspirators Lewis Powell and John Wilkes Booth to random
criminals elevated through mugshots, as Andy Warhol drily sent up in his Thirteen Most
Wanted Men and Screen Tests of the early 1960s. Most seductions are substrates of
“sex appeal” and embedded in a broad array of campaigns only vaguely tied to sex—in

entertainment, advertising, social movements, political campaigning, and, increasingly,
stealth or downright deceptive admixtures of all of the above. I have long subscribed to
my own crank theory that, in presidential elections, the best-looking candidate wins. To
qualify further: the best looking in photographs wins. John F. Kennedy is widely
acknowledged as the “first television president.” Kennedy lit up screens in 1960 with his
dashing mien and, once elected, continued to fill American homes with shimmering
visions of Camelot, he and Jackie, until that dream was shattered, in 1963—another
ratings-getting chapter in his screen seduction.
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Test my theory for subsequent elections: Jimmy Carter loses to Ronald Reagan, the
former movie star; young and warm Bill Clinton bests George Bush, Sr.; competitively
suave Al Gore and George H. W. Bush practically tie (gentlemen narrowly prefer
blonds?); a charismatic Barack Obama trounces the old war veteran John McCain. The
method starts to break down when you throw gender into the mix. Whatever you think
of the looks of Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump, the electorate notoriously holds women
to a different standard. And in any case, Trump, in 2016, and most recently at the
Republican National Convention, was strategically accompanied by a phalanx of female
lookers, a blinding battery of hair, teeth, and jewelry, accessorizing their man. It is
important to note that these were not just beautiful women, they were beautiful
women in their place—razzle-dazzle ornamenting a well-staged, photogenic spectacle
overall.
To cite another, slightly more credible theory, this by Keys to the White House (1996)
author Allan Lichtman, “party charisma” is an important factor in a given election.
Lichtman recently applied his thirteen keys to the 2020 election, predicting Biden as
winner, yet only by a slim margin. One fears that the charisma key might be somewhat
underestimated in this instance, given Trump’s Oz-like manipulation of media and the

disseminated imagery of spectacle in particular. We find ourselves in a perverse milieu,
one largely conjured by the man who also controls it. Historically, photography had
already pretty much monopolized judgments of charisma (or non-charisma), but during
a pandemic-era election, with dire choices between risky real time-and-space rallies and
restrained responsibility, the mechanisms that gauge charisma are left spinning. But
such confusion, such unpredictability, can also be maneuvered, for ill or good.
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Republicans have long been students of mediatized spectacle but the current
administration takes “bling patriotism” to a much higher, more sinister level. During the
Republican National Convention, they controversially exploited the White House as
backdrop, emblazoned the Trump brand (name and face) across all four nights,
displayed not the flag as backdrop but seas of flags, and assembled an impressive

semblance—against doctor’s orders—of closely-packed crowds. This visual onslaught of
“mass ornament,” to recall Siegfried Kracauer’s theory of 1927—of a thinly veiled,
erotically charged, mass coordination of bodies, colors and patterns, all deployed to
conjure a mythological vision of rational order—seems to have hit its mark as a display
of power built to hide all the widely acknowledged failings of the administration, and
blanketing the relatively austere staging and sincere messaging of the previous week’s
Democratic National Convention. Complex policy ideas, however simply or
enthusiastically conveyed, inevitably struggle to compete with bellowing lunacy and
scaremongering. The latter makes for better TV because the visual animation quotient is
higher—the pathos is evident even with the sound turned off.
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Kracauer warned the educated that they did not take seriously enough the military
parades and the “coordinated arms, thighs, and other segments” of the Tiller girls,
which comprised the mass ornament. Like the blood-quickening spectacles of the
Roman Colosseum, sponsored by those in power, the Trump team delivered a studied
and believable vision of a cult, impervious to any criticism based on facts or shared

reality. They delivered an ostentatious display of surface. To quote psychoanalyst and
writer Jacques-Alain Miller, “Beauty is the last defense against the real.” If this is a last
defense of the Trump regime, the barricades against reality are indeed colorfully alluring
and hoisted high.
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Kracauer, of course, was writing during the rise of Nazi Germany and his observations
have clear relevance now—to both the organizers of the RNC and to those of us trying
to see it for what it is. In a series of rallies at Nuremberg, beginning in 1923 and
intensifying in 1933-34, Joseph Goebbels, Hitler’s propaganda minister, developed an
effective cult of personality around the Führer, staging displays of mass ornament—
those endless, crisp geometries of soldiers, flags, eagles, and youths—culminating in a
massive swastika, formed by synced human bodies, most visible from the upper reaches
of Albert Speer’s Congress Hall, which was modeled, unsurprisingly, after the Roman
Colosseum.
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Subsequent rallies were glorified by filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl, whose Triumph of the
Will, based on the 1934 rally, became a celebrated (if that’s the right word) masterpiece
of epic propaganda. For one thing, she used low camera angles to make Hitler look taller
and more imposing. Riefenstahl went on to film the 1936 Berlin Summer Olympics,
again wielding a muscular, monumental style. The opening scenes, showing classical
nude statues rising from the mists, are clearly what Yale historian Timothy Snyder has in
mind near the end of his recent book, On Tyranny (2017), when he describes his concept
of the “politics of eternity,” a dangerous nostalgia for an imaginary past: “a vast misty
courtyard of illegible monuments of national victimhood.” The effect is such that “every
reference to the past seems to involve an attack on the nation by some eternal enemy
on the purity of the nation.” The politics of eternity, Snyder darkly concludes, holds
people in a trance that leads them to obey and, potentially, commit appalling acts.

Of course, photographs trafficking in the grotesque seduce just as well as those showing
the beautiful. Flowing as an endless cycle of faits divers, those sensational news stories
invoke sex, violence, and hack conspiracy theories like syrup over pancakes. Just as the
Nazi’s infamous Degenerate Art exhibition of 1938 drew huge crowds, who—as
directed—scoffed and ridiculed works by avant-garde artists Max Beckmann, Ernst
Ludwig Kirchner, and others, propagandists today lead viewers down an easy and, shall
we say, deplorable path. I recently dipped a toe into a dark well of QAnon photos and
videos, to confront prominent democrats fondling children; cities exploding in
unspeakable violence; bloody bodies on view at “elite” cocktail parties; the faces of Dr.
Fauci, George Soros, Bill Gates, Jeffrey Epstein grafted into every imaginable and frankly,
impossible, scenario—all obviously and shamelessly fabricated or intentionally,
misleadingly captioned. To quote an artist friend, “The production values are as florid as
the mass delusion they fortify.” One might think that viewers would by now have
developed a healthy skepticism against such fakery. But, evidently, the desire to believe
hoodwinks some people’s better judgment—or, they have escaped into fantasy
altogether. All I can say, having recently ingested such imagery, both fair and foul, these
false idols seem to be as enticing to some as in Biblical times. As we barrel precariously
toward the 2020 presidential election, and as distracted and straying voters,
“abandoned by their god,” feast and rejoice over their seductive golden calves, let’s
hope that the moral values of the US Constitution will steer us toward a merciful and
righteous outcome.

